ELECTRIC

FLICHT I Feature

basically the same amount of electrical
energy (approximateky azokl) The weight

ofa battery

is determined by the energy
density ach ieva b le with Lipo tech nology,
which of course is the same in all cases and
so the weight is basically the same.
Looking at these factors in the context of
our Cub, I'd go for the e S for the following

reasons:

r. lt's the cheapest.
2. Space is not a problem in the Cub's
fuselage.
3. Lower currents are generally beneficial as
they result in other components not having
to worl< so hard and they reduce cost by

allowing lower specification ancillaries such
wire gauge etc.

as connectors,

SETECTINGTHEMOTOR'
ln the motor's specification itwill usually
state either the maximum current it can
handle, or the maximum power. l(nowing
the power we want is SsoW having fixed

the battery and so the system supply
voltage atzz.zY and having derermined
thatthe maximum currentwill be gSA.the
first requirement of our motor is that it

Table 3

BATTERY

IAAX. CURRENT

AV. CURRENT

CAPACTTy REQ.

WEI6HT

c0sT

4s

UA

32A

6400mAh

623s

1.5

5s

46A

28A

5500mAh

655s

1.25

6s

38A

23A

4600mAh

643s

I

about 3zA. We want to aim for a r o m inute
endurance, with zo%o charge left in the
battery on landing. So, that is 3zAfor tz
minutes; rz minutes because it's io minutes
flight plus a zo% (z minutes) margin.
To work out what capacity battery is
required we just multiply the average
current (3zA) by the number of minutes we
want it for (12) and divide by 60. We rhen
multiply the whole thing by r ooo to get the
capacity in mAh. So, as far as the 45 battery
we're looking at is concerned, that gives us a
req uired capacity 6+oomAh to fly the Cub
for t o minutes with zo%o reserve.

We can do th is calculation for 55 and 65
batteries as well and then present the
results in table 3.
There is little difference in size between
the batteries with different cell counts. To
give the same duration as a 6s a 4s battery
needs to be higher capacity and so one
factor tends to cancel out the other and they
end up being remarkably similar in size.
The 55 battery c osts zsyo mo re th an the
65, whi lst the ve ry high capacity 45 costs a
whopping5oo/o more. Weight is not really a
factor in the decision. This shouldn't really
surprise us as each ofthe batteries is storing

'TZE
166x50x36
150x50x40
155x50x50

must be able to handle these values. At this
point it would be good to introduce the
concept of'headrooml
Bas

ically we n eed to select com ponents

that can handle a littie more than the values
we have calculated. Thrs recognises that our
calculations are only approximate and also
that components fair better and last longer
if they are operatingwell within their limits
rather than close to them. So we should
lool< for a motor that can take zz.zV and
somewhere in the region of 4s-5oA.
As well as producing the power requirec
we also need the motor to spin at the righ:

Airflow cooling is
as important as

just

it is for i.c. engines,
you can never have
too much.

The Eagle's Turnigy

outrunner is rated
at 21okv and swings
an 18 x 10 prop.
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